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Heat measurement induced by photoexcitation of a plasmonic metal nanoparticle assembly under
environmental conditions is of primary importance for the further development of applications in the
ﬁelds of (photo)catalysis, nanoelectronics and nanomedicine. Nevertheless, the ﬁne control of the rise in
temperature remains diﬃcult and limits the use of this technology due to the lack of local temperature
measurement tools working under environmental conditions. Luminescence nanothermometers are an
alternative solution to the limitations of conventional contact thermometers since they are able to give
an absolute temperature value with high spatial resolution using common optical equipment. As a proof
of concept of this nanothermometry approach, a high local temperature exceeding one hundred
degrees is measured on the thermalized photoexcited aggregate of gold nanorods using
ZnGa2O4:Cr3+,Bi3+ nanothermometers that have a strong temperature dependence on the luminescence
lifetime of chromium(III) and high sensitivity over an extensive range of temperatures. A study on the
inﬂuence of the average distance between nanosensors and nanoheaters on the measured temperature
is carried out by coating the nanosensors with a silica layer of tunable thickness, highlighting the
temperature gradient at the vicinity of the nanoheater as the theory predicts. The variation of the optical
nanosensor response is relevant and promising, and it could be further envisioned as a potential
candidate for local temperature measurement at the nanoscale since no plasmonic eﬀect on Cr3+
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lifetime is observed. The results reported here open up an even wider ﬁeld of application for high
temperature nanothermometry on real samples such as aggregate particles for many applications
including catalysis and nanoelectronics. Thermometry using luminescent nanoprobes, which is
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complementary to thermal microscopy techniques, will allow in situ and in operando temperature
monitoring at very small scales.

Introduction
Precise temperature measurement at the nanoscale is a very
challenging topic of interest and has attracted numerous
investigations over the past decade. Indeed, it will oﬀer many
new possibilities in medicine like early detection of illnesses
and improvements of diagnosis, since one of the rst signature
of a disease is the existence of thermal irregularities.1,2 Such
non-invasive temperature measurements are also needed
during hyperthermia therapies in order to optimize and control
the temperature increase at the sub-cellular scale,3 and limit the
a
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diseases of tissues. Furthermore, due to the miniaturization of
electronics, a nanoscale, contactless and nondestructive
measurement of the temperature will also be a real asset for
early hotspot detection, leading to a lifetime increase for such
devices. In the eld of catalysis assisted by magnetic or plasmonic induction, a thermal nanosensor will be a valuable tool
for understanding mechanisms as well as highlighting heat
transfer and heat dissipation.4 One can see the importance of
developing new tools for local measurement of temperature
based on photoacoustic5 imaging or luminescence emission.6
Recently, several luminescent nanosensors have been developed in this respect.7–11 Thanks to their thermal dependent
optical properties, they allow a self-referenced, accurate and
contactless temperature determination. Interestingly, gold
nanoparticles can be used both as a nanothermometer and
nanoheater.12 Gold nanoparticles are well known for their
ability to generate heat aer optical excitation. Indeed, under an
appropriate excitation wavelength, collective motion of surface
electrons is induced, called surface plasmon resonance (SPR).
This phenomenon is responsible for the temperature increase
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of the particle and of its surroundings.13–15 Light-to-heat
conversion quantication has attracted numerous theoretical
investigations. Gold nanoparticles also exhibit a stable luminescence due to the enhancement of the cross-section at the
SPR despite a low quantum yield (around 106). Combining
both properties, when they are thermalized using pulse-laser
irradiation, local temperature can be deduced from the spectrum of the anti-Stokes emission without the need for any
previous calibration.16 Nevertheless, this method, although very
attractive, requires working on single particles and with thermal
microscopy techniques which means that temperature monitoring in situ and with aggregate particles is not possible, as in
most current cases. In addition, temperature accuracy of gold
nanoparticles is quite low (4 K). Another approach is to consider
separated nanoheaters and nanothermometer functions.17–23
Experimental methods have recently been developed, as a result
of the emergence of new temperature nanoprobes. Rocha et al.17
have investigated core/shell LaF3:Nd3+/LaF3 nanoparticles
coupled with gold nanorods (GNRs). Looking at the relative
intensity ratio of Nd3+ emission, they highlighted the possibility
of a sub-tissue thermal sensing and demonstrated the suitability of such combined systems for photothermal therapy
application. Maestro et al.'s18,20 investigations focused on the
spectral shi of the CdSe Quantum Dot (QD) emission band and
successfully internalized both CdSe QDs and GNRs in a cell,
showing the temperature increase inside a HeLa cell. Nigoghossian et al.22 and Huang et al.23 have studied NaGdF4:Er3+,Yb3+ up-converting nanoparticles (UCNPs) as a thermal
sensor with a xed distance between nanoheaters and nanothermometers by developing new core/shell nanoheater/UCNP
heterostructures. All these pioneering studies focused on
nanothermometers (UCNPs and QDs) that are able to detect
temperature variation in a restricted temperature range (from
20 to 70  C), which is suitable for biological applications. In this
work, we propose to study a combined nanothermometer/GNR
system, allowing enlargement of the probed temperature range,
which is up to now an unexplored area and could be a real key
asset especially in the eld of catalysis or nanoelectronic
devices.
In our previous work,24 we demonstrated the abilities of zinc
gallate oxide nanoparticles doped with chromium(III) and bismuth(III):
ZnGa2O4:Cr3+0.5%,Bi3+0.5%@SiO2
as
nanothermometers (ZGO-NThs). These ZGO-NThs, less than 10 nm
in diameter, present very good properties in the 20 to 200  C
temperature range with a maximal relative sensitivity of 1.9%
 1
C . Indeed, the Cr3+ emission centered at 700 nm originates
from the contribution of two trivalent chromium transitions: 2E
/ 4A2 and 4T2 / 4A2.25–27 Since the 2E and 4T2 levels are in
thermal equilibrium, the temperature increase leads to an
increase of the 4T2 / 4A2 spin allowed transition at the expense
of the 2E / 4A2 spin forbidden transition.28 Thus, between
20  C and 200  C, the Cr3+ lifetime value drastically decreases
when the temperature increases. The lifetime value is a relevant
parameter for temperature quantication, since it allows an
absolute and self-referenced temperature measurement. In
addition, the thermal and chemical stabilities of the ZGO-NTh
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have been highlighted making these nanophosphors very
robust and reliable thermal sensors.24
The aim of our article is to propose alternative measurement
methods namely nanothermometry with luminescent nanoparticles that are more local than infrared probe measurements
and that can be carried out in environments as complex as
measurement on a small animal or inside a heterogeneous
catalysis reactor for example. For that, the optical devices used
are common and adapted for contact measurements at the
nanometer scale on real samples (particle aggregates, supported particles, .). Measurements of heat elevation of GNRs
induced by continuous optical excitation are taken using
a luminescent nanothermometer to highlight the possibility of
a local temperature measurement over a wide range. First, we
compare the ZGO-NTh response coupled to GNR nanoparticles
under irradiation, then we present the inuence of the average
distance between the nanothermometer and the nanoheater on
the measured temperature by varying the thickness of the silica
layer around the ZGO-NTh. Indeed, the measured local
temperatures in the vicinity of the gold nanoheater are much
higher than the ones observed by NIR thermal camera, showing
the ability of the ZGO-NTh to probe the average temperature at
the nanoscale in a scarcely explored temperature range.

Results and discussion
The performance of the ZGO-NTh has already been reported in
a previous study,24 but for further clarity, the XRD pattern and
the calibration curve are presented in Fig. SI-1 and 2,† respectively. The experimental lifetime sexp, determined from the
decay curve following eqn (1), presents a huge decrease with
temperature increase.
ð
IðtÞtdt
(1)
sexp ¼ ð
IðtÞdt

This variation is attributed to thermal activation of the spin
allowed 4T2 / 4A2 characterized by shorter lifetime values in
regard to the spin forbidden 2E / 4A2 transition (see SI-3†). At
low temperature, the emission is mainly due to the 2E / 4A2
transition. It is possible to adjust this phenomenon according
to the following equation, adapted from Labeau et al.,29 which
models a thermal equilibrium between two levels involved in
the radiative deexcitation processes:
sfit ðTÞ ¼

1 þ expð DE=kB TÞ
GF þ GA expð DE=kB TÞ

(2)

where DE corresponds to the energy diﬀerence between 2E and
4
T2, kB is the Boltzmann constant and GA and GF are the radiative channels corresponding to the 4T2 / 4A2 and 2E / 4A2
transitions, respectively. The tting curve is presented as
a dashed line in Fig. SI-2.† For our system, the obtained DE
value is about 2643  48 cm1, which is smaller than calculated
values on bulk materials already reported in the literature
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(3814 cm1 (ref. 18) and 3754 cm1 (ref. 30)), as well as for
MgTiO3:Mn4+ nanoparticles.31
Once the calibration is eﬀective, ZGO-NThs are coupled to
the nanoheater in order to measure a local temperature
increase. Gold nanorods have been chosen as a nanoheater
owing to their spectral features (Fig. 1a). The localized surface
plasmon resonance observed in metallic small size particles
results in absorption in the visible range. For spheres, the
absorption band is located at around 520 nm (Fig SI-4b† inset,
light red curve). In the case of nanorods, the polarization of
light allows the excitation of several plasmons. As the plasmon
resonance shis in the red as the aspect ratio increases, two
absorption bands are observed: one band in the infrared range
corresponding to the polarization according to the large
dimension of the object induced by a collective oscillation of the
electrons in this direction and a second one in the green corresponding to the wave polarized in the transverse direction
(Fig. 1a, black curve). Indeed, ZGO-NThs present an emission
(red curve) centered at 700 nm under 430 nm pulsed laser
excitation. In order to (i) avoid the parasitic excitation of GNRs
during the measurement and (ii) avoid the reabsorption of ZGONTh emission by GNRs, an aspect ratio of 6 was chosen for
nanorods. Thus 60.4  10.6 nm by 9.0  1.4 nm GNRs were
synthesized (Fig. 1b). At this size, the longitudinal plasmon
band is centered at 1060 nm with a typical width of 300 nm,
allowing 976 nm plasmon excitation (Fig. 1a) without any
disturbance of the nanothermometer.
The temperature increase induced by photoexcitation of
GNRs at 976 nm in aqueous solution is rst demonstrated and
compared to a control sample of spherical nanoparticles that do
not absorb at this wavelength (Fig. SI-4†). The nanoparticles
with various shapes (spheres and rods) in aqueous suspensions
are irradiated under the same conditions and the temperature
is followed using a NIR thermal camera. In both cases, aer 10
minutes of 976 nm laser diode irradiation (3 W cm2), the
temperature reaches a plateau, which is higher in the case of
gold nanorods than in the gold nanosphere suspension (DT ¼ 6

C). The observed transient regime corresponds to medium
thermalization. In the nanosphere solution, as such gold
nanoparticles do not absorb at this wavelength, the temperature
increase, due to the power of the laser, remains low. An increase
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of the temperature is observed for nanorods compared to
nanospheres, highlighting the strong absorption eﬃciency and
light to heat conversion of the synthesized GNRs when exciting
in the plasmon band. Thus both nanoheaters and nanothermometers (1 : 10) are introduced in the same medium in
order to quantify precisely the temperature increase at the
nanometric scale due to the plasmon eﬀect.
Fig. 2a shows a TEM picture of the studied samples (ZGONThs/GNRs). Both ZGO-NThs (spheres 11.4 nm in diameter)
and GNRs are clearly identiable here as well as in the cryo-TEM
pictures presented in Fig. SI-5.† The experimental setup is
presented in Fig. 2b. The sample is simultaneously irradiated by
a pulsed laser (l ¼ 430 nm, 10 Hz, nanothermometer excitation)
and by a continuous laser diode (l ¼ 976 nm, nanoheater
irradiation). The temperature is followed by a thermal camera,
and luminescence lifetime is recorded through a photomultiplier coupled to an oscilloscope. It is important to notice
that for luminescence lifetime measurements, the ZGO-NTh/
GNR sample under only 430 nm irradiation could be considered as a reference in order to overcome any disturbance in
nanothermometer optical properties due to the presence of the
GNR. Indeed, no variation of the decay prole is observed upon
the addition of gold nanoparticles thus permitting the experience to be validated (Fig. SI-6†). It suggests that no quenching
phenomenon induced by the GNR occurs at such distance. In
the last part, the inuence of the distance between the ZGO-NTh
and GNR is investigated.
Luminescence decay of the ZGO-NTh/GNR sample aer
30 min irradiation with a 976 nm laser diode is presented in
Fig. 2c (red curve). The exponential prole is comparable to the
reference sample (in grey); only the slope strongly varies
revealing the large temperature variation under 976 nm excitation. Thus temperatures can be determined using the
temperature calibration curve presented in Fig. SI-1.† Fig. 2e
presents the variation of temperature measured by the NIR
thermal camera according to the laser diode excitation time.
Aer 30 minutes under laser diode excitation, the temperature
of the ZGO-NTh/GNR sample reaches 48  C while the suspension of the ZGO-NTh alone reaches only 38  C. In Fig. 2d the
ZGO-NTh lifetime is plotted versus laser diode excitation time.
The deduced temperature is higher (60  3  C) than the one

Fig. 1 (a) Excitation (blue) and emission (red) spectra of the ZGO nanothermometer, and absorption spectrum of the GNR nanoheater, and (b)
TEM picture of GNRs.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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(a) TEM picture of the studied sample. (b) Schematic representation of the experimental setup used for the temperature determination. (c)
Decay proﬁles of the ZGO-NTh/GNR sample with (red) and without (grey) laser diode excitation (976 nm). (d) Temperature variation according to
the laser diode excitation time measured by luminescence lifetimes of the nanosensor and (e) measured by an NIR thermal camera.

Fig. 2

obtained using thermal camera pictures (48  C  2  C). These
results highlight that while the thermal camera picture gives
a global temperature on the reactor surface characteristic of
water thermalization, the ZGO-NTh allows a local average
temperature measurement in the vicinity of the nanoheater.
It is important to notice that in the case of nanoparticles in
suspension, the distance between the nanosensors and the
nanoheaters is not xed since the sample is under stirring.
Moreover, the nanoheater and ZGO-NTh are not in close contact
due to the solvation sphere in the surface of each nanoparticle.
Thus, the resulting measured temperature is an average of all
contributions of each ZGO-NTh and we show that it does not
depend on the ZGO-NTh : GNR ratio (see Fig. SI-7†). In this
experiment, the obtained local nanoheater temperature is still
underestimated. That is the reason why, to gain further
understanding, a mixture of nanothermometers and nanoheaters has been dried under air for closer contact. The same
experiment is then reproduced on a powdered sample. In this
new kind of sample, distances between nanoheaters and
nanothermometers are xed and controlled for an absolute
measurement. The lifetime variation according to the 976 nm
laser diode excitation time is presented in Fig. 3. It appears that
in contrast to measurement in aqueous suspension, the
temperature variation is steep: the measured temperature reaches a maximum only a few seconds aer the start of the laser
excitation (red dots). However, the average temperature is about
108  3  C, which corresponds to a temperature diﬀerence of 73

 3  C, in comparison with the sample composed only of
nanothermometers, i.e. without the nanoheaters, under the
same irradiation conditions (black dots). One should also
notice that the temperature variation determined using the
thermal camera during excitation of powder samples is very low,
i.e. only an increase of 2  C is observed in each case. This result
is mostly due to the diﬀerence between the thermal conductivity
values in water (0.6 W m1 K1) and in air (0.02 W m1 K1).32
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Fig. 3 Variation of the luminescence lifetime of ZGO-NTh (black) and
ZGO-NTh + GNR (red) according to the laser diode excitation time.
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Indeed, the thermal conductivity is a key parameter during
the heat diﬀusion.33 In the case of a sample in powder form, the
heat is localized in the close surroundings of the particle, since
air is a poor thermal conductor. Thus, the low resolution of the
NIR thermal camera does not allow the detection of temperature variation at the nanoscale, in contrast to the local
temperature determination through the luminescent ZGO-NTh
lifetime measurements. In a dried sample, the particles are
agglomerated. Due to the low air thermal conductivity, no
thermalization phenomenon occurs and the temperature
measurement is performed from the nanothermometer in close
contact with the nanoheater. This consideration explains the
diﬀerence between the temperature values extracted from the
lifetime measurements for particles in water (60  3  C) or on
powder (108  3  C).
Finally, to get more information about the temperature
gradient around the surface GNR, the same experiment is performed with silica of several layer thicknesses around the ZGO
nanoparticles to control the average distance between the
nanoheater and nanothermometer. More precisely, cases are
studied: ZGO-NTh aer silica layer removal in alkaline medium
and ZGO-NTh with, respectively, 3 nm, 5 nm and 10 nm silica
layer thickness. TEM pictures of zinc gallate nanoparticles
embedded in silica of several layer thicknesses are presented in
Fig. 4.
Each kind of ZGO nanoparticle is then mixed with GNRs in
solution with the same nanothermometer/nanoheater ratio
(namely 10 : 1) before occulation and heating to optimize the
largest contact surface between the two types of nanoparticle.
The luminescence lifetimes of the four powdered samples are
then measured versus 970 nm laser diode excitation as presented in Fig. 5. The maximal value of temperature is once again
reached aer a few seconds. Then the luminescence lifetimes
are registered alternatively aer switching on and oﬀ the laser
diode. The results are reported in Fig. 5, and demonstrate the
reproducibility of the method, showing the robustness of the
ZGO-NTh for local and absolute temperature measurements.
Interestingly, the measured temperature is signicantly higher
when the silica shell thickness decreases and further vanishes.
According to these results, it is possible to bring out the
temperature gradient around the particle. More precisely, at
a controlled distance of 10 nm from the gold nanorod nanoheaters, the average temperature decreases by around 70  C in
comparison to the average temperature measured at the
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Lifetime variation of ZGO-NThs embedded with silica of several
layer thicknesses (0, 3, 5 and 10 nm, respectively) in the vicinity of
GNRs alternatively irradiated with a 976 nm laser diode.

Fig. 5

nanoparticle surface. Furthermore, the values of gold and silica
thermal conductivities are 317 W m1 K1 and 1.2 W m1 K1,
respectively. This very important temperature variation is in
good agreement with theoretical modelling reported by Ekici
et al.13 and Baﬀou et al.15 Moreover, it is important to notice that
the luminescent ZGO-NTh allows real time measurement in the
order of a few milliseconds. At this timescale, the temperature is
fully thermalized inside the particle and the only detectable
gradient is around the nanoheater.
Due to the distance decrease between ZGO-NThs and nanoheaters in this conguration compared to the previous experiments in solution, it is relevant to discuss the inuence of
plasmon phenomenon on ZGO-NTh luminescence lifetimes
that can occur at such short distance. The experimental decay
which is the inverse of the lifetime can be expressed as the sum
of radiative (GR ¼ 1/sR) and non-radiative (GNR ¼ 1/sNR) decay
(see eqn (3)). The radiative part corresponds to transitions 2E /
4
A2 and 4T2 / 4A2 from levels in thermal equilibrium (SI-3†)
and is associated with GR ¼ 1/st(T) (eqn (2)). The non-radiative
part combines several channels. The rst one corresponds to all
quenching phenomena intrinsic to the ZGO-NTh (GInt) as
energy transfer channels between Cr3+ ions or lattice electrons/
phonons for example. We also assume that luminescence
processes can also be modied when emitters are close (a few
nanometers) to metallic surfaces. Indeed, a coupling with

Fig. 4 TEM pictures of ZnGa2O4:Cr3+,Bi3+ nanoparticles (a) after silica layer removal, (b) with a 3 nm silica layer, (c) with a 5 nm silica layer and (d)
with a 10 nm silica layer.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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surface plasmon modes can lead to an increase of non-radiative
decay channels expressed by the term Gplasmon (eqn (4)).34,35

dependence on the surrounding dielectric media has already
been demonstrated.37,38

Gexp ¼ GR + GNR

(3)

Conclusion

GNR ¼ GInt + Gplasmon

(4)

We demonstrated in this work the ability of luminescent chromium doped-zinc gallate oxide (ZGO) nanoparticles as thermal
nanosensors. A local temperature increase aer irradiation of
gold nanorods (GNRs) in their plasmon resonance band has
been highlighted in comparison with global thermal measurement using an NIR thermal camera. By careful control of the
distance between the nanoheaters and nanothermometers, with
tunable silica shell thickness, we were able to determine the
temperature gradient around the nanoparticles. The strong
decrease of the measured average temperature at the vicinity of
the nanoheater is in good agreement with the calculated
temperature proles from the literature. We also evidence the
importance of the surrounding media with diﬀerent thermal
conductivity values in the heat dissipation. Thus, the system
composed of the coupled ZGO-NTh/GNR demonstrates the
proof of concept of nanothermometry in a large temperature
range and should be very promising in various application
elds. This nanothermometry approach is currently undergoing
considerable development because of these advantages, and
this suggests routine measurements in the short term.

According to these considerations, the experimental lifetime
slope variation can not only be attributed to the temperature
increase but also to the presence of a new non-radiative channel
induced by the plasmon eﬀect. Nevertheless, as no signicant
change in the luminescence decay prole or in the emission
spectra is observed compared to the reference sample in the
presence of unexcited plasmonic nanorods (Fig. 2c and SI-8†),
the role of Gplasmon in the lifetime variation appears to be
insignicant as expected because the emission wavelength is far
enough from plasmon resonance. Furthermore, no clear break
in the lifetime prole has been highlighted according to the
silica shell thickness neither on powder samples nor in samples
dispersed in water (see Fig. 6 and SI-7†), corroborating that (i)
the probability of the plasmon deexcitation channel is negligible compared to the one induced by temperature (Gplasmon 
GBoltzmann) and (ii) the luminescent lifetime variation is broadly
due to the temperature change.
Finally, at room temperature, no change in the luminescence
lifetime proles or in the emission spectra has been observed
according to the silica layer thickness or the surrounding media
(air or water, see SI-6 and SI-8†). These results demonstrate that
Cr3+ ions at the origin of the luminescence processes are located
inside the particle. Indeed, it has already been demonstrated
that Cr3+ ions are very sensitive to their environment.36 Due to
the absence of changes in the luminescence signal according to
the dielectric surrounding medium (air, water or silica), one can
assume that the luminescence of ZGO-NTh results from Cr3+
ions far from the particle surface. Such properties make ZGONTh especially relevant for thermal sensor applications
compared to QDs or organic dyes for which the luminescence

Methods
Materials synthesis

Fig. 6 Measured temperatures in the GNR surroundings as a function
of silica thickness of the ZGO-NTh.

ZnGa2O4:Cr3+0.5%at,Bi3+0.5%at nanoparticles are synthesized by
a hydrothermal method assisted by microwave heating. ZnCl2
($98%), GaCl3 ($99.999%), CrCl3$6H2O ($98%) and Bi(NO3)3$5H2O ($99 999%) starting materials were purchased from
Sigma Aldrich. Zinc, gallium, chromium and bismuth chloride
salt aqueous solutions are mixed in stoichiometric proportions.
The pH of the resulting solution is adjusted to 8 by dropwise
adding NaOH (4 M) solution to get an optimal hydroxylation of
cations. The resulting precipitated solution is then transferred
for crystallization in a microwave Teon-lined reactor (Anton
Paar, micro-wave Synthos 3000) for 1 hour heat treatment under
microwave irradiation at 200  C under continuous stirring. The
obtained solid compound is then washed several times with
water and dried under air. The ZGO nanoparticles are then
embedded in a silica layer using a sol–gel chemistry route, to
avoid sintering during the following thermal treatment. A
mixture of TEOS : EtOH 1 : 5 (5 mL) is dropwise added to an
ammonia solution (10 mL water + 180 mL 28% NH3) of nanoparticles (C ¼ 5.3 mg mL1). Aer stirring overnight, the solution
is washed several times with water and dried under air. ZGO
nanoparticles embedded with a 5 nm SiO2 shell are obtained.
The obtained ZnGa2O4:Cr3+,Bi3+@SiO2 nanoparticles are then
calcined in air for 2 h at 1000  C using a 10  C per minute ramp to
improve the quantum eﬃciency of chromium emitters. The
thickness of the silica layer can be controlled by the quantity of
ammonia and TEOS introduced in the starting solution. For
a 3 nm SiO2 shell 120 mL of NH3 solution is added, which slows
the condensation process of silica. An important increase of
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ammonia or TEOS can lead to SiO2 nanoparticle synthesis
(homogeneous nucleation). That is why, for ZGO nanoparticles
embedded with 10 nm SiO2, a three times repeat of the process
presented below is preferred. The silica layer is removed using
a basic treatment (NaOH 2 M, one-night stirring, CZGO ¼ 2.5 mg
mL1). All ZGO samples are dispersed in water at pH ¼ 5.
Gold nanorods are synthesized using a binary surfactant
method adapted from Murray et al.39 A seeded solution is rst
prepared by mixing the gold precursor (HAuCl4, n ¼ 2.5  106
mol) and surfactant (CTAB, n ¼ 1.0  103 mol); a freshly
prepared NaBH4 solution (n ¼ 6.0  106 mol) is then added to
the previous solution as a reducing agent. Aer stirring, the
color of the solution changed from yellow to brown. This seeded
solution is then added to the growth solution prepared as
follows: AgNO3 solution is added to a surfactant mixture of
CTAB and oleic acid (n ¼ 1.9  102 mol and 4.0  103 mol,
respectively); aer 15 min without stirring, HAuCl4 is added (n
¼ 2.5  104 mol) and the solution becomes colorless aer
about 90 min of stirring. HCl is then added to adjust the pH
value. Finally, aer another 15 min stirring, ascorbic acid (n ¼
8.0  105 mol) is added to the mixture. The nal solution is
then washed several times aer being le for 12 h undisturbed.
At the end, an aqueous suspension of gold nanoparticles is
obtained which is stable at pH ¼ 5.
In order to couple nanoheaters to nanothermometers, the
GNRs and ZGO-NThs are simply mixed in solution with
a ZGO : GNR ratio of 10 : 1. The ZGO suspension is added to the
gold suspension. A heteroaggregation of both particle types
occurs as observed by TEM on the frozen droplet of the
suspension (Fig. SI-5†) suggesting a strong interaction between
the two types of particle. As a result, the suspension is destabilized and then optical spectra are recorded under continuous
stirring. This coupled system is also dried under air to perform
measurements on powder.
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